Critical to the construction of large scale quantum networks, i.e. a quantum internet, is the development of fast algorithms for managing entanglement present in the network. One fundamental building block for a quantum internet is the distribution of Bell pairs between distant nodes in the network. Here we focus on the problem of transforming multipartite entangled states into the tensor product of bipartite Bell pairs between specific nodes using only a certain class of local operations and classical communication. In particular we study the problem of deciding whether a given graph state, and in general a stabilizer state, can be transformed into a set of Bell pairs on specific vertices using only single-qubit Clifford operations, single-qubit Pauli measurements and classical communication. We prove that this problem is NP-Complete.
Introduction
Entanglement takes center stage in the modern understanding of quantum mechanics. Apart from its usefulness as a theoretical tool, entanglement can also be seen as a resource that can be harnessed for secure communication and many other tasks, see e.g. [1] , not achievable by any protocol using only classical communication. One can imagine a network of quantum-enabled nodes, a quantum internet, generating entanglement and harnessing it to perform tasks. However, entanglement over large distances is very difficult to produce and even with rapidly improving technology, the amount of entanglement available in a network will for the foreseeable future be the limiting factor when performing the tasks mentioned above. Moreover entanglement comes in different classes that are not necessarily mutually inter-convertible by operations performed locally on the nodes. These two considerations: (1) the scarcity of entanglement as a resource and (2) the lack of local inter-convertibility of classes of entanglement sets the stage for the present work. In this paper we assume that we already have some existing shared entangled state in a quantum network and we ask the question of whether this state can be transformed into a set of Bell pairs between specific nodes, using only a restricted set of local operations. Examples of such a situation can be found in [2, 3] , where an approach is presented of first probabilistically generating a large graph state and then transforming this to the desired target state using local operations. In [2] this target state is precisely a set of Bell pairs between multiple pairs of nodes.
Any decision on this transformation process must be made fast, since entanglement decays over time [4] . Hence there is a need for fast algorithms to decide whether different entangled states can be converted into each other by local operations. In [5] , measurement-based quantum network coding was introduced, where one step in the procedure includes transforming general graph states into Bell-pairs using single-qubit Clifford operations, single-qubit Pauli measurement and classical communication:
LC+LPM+CC. However, the computational complexity of finding the correct operations or even deciding if it can be done, was never mentioned. In this work we answer this question. Specifically we investigate the computational complexity of the question of whether a given 'graph state' can be decomposed into a series of Bell pairs on specific vertices, using only LC+LPM+CC. We study this problem in particular because graph states are a well-studied and useful class of entangled states, and Bell pairs are in a sense the fundamental elements of a quantum network [6] . Moreover, over the years many techniques from graph theory have been put to bear on specifically the behavior of graph states under LC+LPM+CC [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . This gives us the ability to ask very precise questions and also answer them. Our main result is that we prove that the problem of deciding whether a given graph state can be converted into Bell Pairs using only LC+LPM+CC (BellVM) is in general NP-Complete. This means that unless P=NP, there will be no efficient algorithm for solving this problem on arbitrary graph states. In order to prove our results we make heavy use of results in algorithmic graph theory, and in fact we prove new graph theoretical results in the process of proving our main theorem.
Related work
The study of single-qubit operations on graph states started with the work by Raussendorf and Briegel in [13] and lead to the development of measurement-based quantum computing [14] . In [8] Van den Nest et al. showed how the action of single-qubit Clifford operations can be described purely by the graph operation local complementation on the corresponding graph. Bouchet had developed back in 1991 ( [15] ) an efficient algorithm to decide if two graphs are equivalent under local complementations which was used by Van den Nest et al. in [16] to present an efficient algorithm for deciding the equivalence of graph states under single-qubit Clifford operations. Adding single-qubit Pauli measurements and classical communication to the set of operations is equivalent to also allow for vertex-deletion on the corresponding graph, next to the local complementations [9] . Graphs that can be reached by the action of local complementations and vertex-deletions is a known concept in graph theory and are called vertex-minors [17, 18] . Using the fact that the graph states reachable from a graph state |G using LC+LPM+CC are exactly captured by the vertex-minors of G, we have previously shown that deciding if a GHZ-state can be reached from a given graph state using LC+LPM+CC is NP-Complete, both if (1) the GHZ-state is on a given set of vertices [10] and (2) the GHZ-state is allowed to be on any subset of a fixed size [12] .
However, the fact that a problem is NP-Complete does not mean that there is no efficient algorithm, if one allows to put certain restrictions on the input to the problem. Such a restriction is for example that a certain parameter r of the input should be bounded. If a problem can be solved in polynomial time on inputs where this parameter r is bounded, the problem is said to be fixed-parameter tractable (in r). Concretely, there might exist an algorithm solving the problem in time O(f (r) · poly(n)), where f is a computable function and n is the size of the input. For NP-Complete problems, f (r) is necessarily super-polynomial in n, unless P = NP. Individual problems have been shown to be fixed-parameter tractable in various parameters. However, Courcelle [19] showed that a large class of graph problems are fixed-parameter tractable in what is called the rank-width [17] of the graph. In fact, any graph problem, expressible in a certain rich logic (MS)
, where rwd(G) is the rank-width of G and |V (G)| is the number of vertices of G. In [18] Courcelle and Oum showed that the vertex-minor problem is fixed-parameter tractability in the rank-width of the input graph by showing that the problem is expressible in MS. The rank-width of a graph G equals one plus the Schmidt-rank width the graph state |G [20] . Using these results, we applied Courcelle's theorem to the problem of transforming graph states under LC + LPM + CC in [9] and thus showed that this problem is fixed-parameter tractable in the Schmidt-rank width of the input graph state.
Courcelle's theorem states that there exists an efficient algorithm for graph states with bounded Schmidt-rank width. However, a direct implementation of the algorithm from Courcelle's theorem is not usable in practice, due to a huge constant factor in the runtime [21] . In [10] we presented two efficient algorithms, not suffering from this huge constant factor, for the problem of deciding whether |G can be transformed to |G using LC+LPM+CC if: (1) |G is a GHZ-state and |G has Schmidtrank width 1 [10] and (2) |G is a GHZ-state of bounded size and G is a circle graph [10] . We point out that the second algorithm is in fact not captured by Courcelle's theorem since circle graphs have unbounded rank-width [10] .
Here we show a hardness proof for the case when the target graph is the tensor product of some number of Bell pairs on specified qubits.
Overview
In section 1.1 we review the basic theory of graph states and introduce the notion of a Bell-vertexminor, a graph theoretical concept central to our results. In section 2 we review the notion of circle graphs and related concepts which we make use of in section 4. In section 3 we discuss the Edge-Disjoint path problem, a well-studied computational problem in algorithmic graph theory. In section 4 we show that a certain version of the Edge Disjoint Path problem can be polynomially reduced to BellVM and in appendix A that this version of the Edge Disjoint Path problem is NP-Complete, implying that BellVM is NP-hard. Finally, in section 5 we discuss the implications of our result.
Notation
Graphs are assumed to be simple unless otherwise indicated. The vertex-set of a graph G = (V, E) is denoted V = V (G) and the edge-set is denoted E = E(G). Given a vertex v in a graph G we denote the neighborhood of v (the set of vertices adjacent to v in G) by N (G) v . If it is clear which graph the neighborhood concerns we sometimes omit G and simply write N v . Given a graph G and a subset of its vertices V we will denote the induced subgraph of G on those vertices by G [V ] . We denote the fully connected graph on n vertices as K n .
Throughout this paper we use the following notation for sets of consecutive natural numbers
Graph states
A graph state is a multi-partite quantum state |G which is described by a graph G, where the vertices of G correspond to the qubits of |G . The graph state is formed by initializing each qubit v ∈ V (G) in the state
and for each edge (u, v) ∈ E(G) applying a controlled phase gate between qubits u and v. Importantly, all the controlled phase gates commute and are invariant under changing the control-and target-qubits of the gate. This allows the edges describing these gates to be unordered and undirected. Formally, a graph state |G is given as
where
is a controlled phase gate between qubit u and v, i.e.
and Z v is the Pauli-Z matrix acting on qubit v. 
The action of a local complementation on a graph induce the following sequence of single-qubit Clifford operations on the corresponding graph state
where X v and Z v are the Pauli-X and Pauli-Z matrices acting on qubit v respectively. Concretely, U
has the following action on the graph state |G
Measuring qubit v of a graph state |G in the Pauli-X (or Pauli-Y , Pauli-Z basis), gives a stabilizer state that is single-qubit Clifford equivalent to a graph state |G , where G can be reached from G by a sequence of local complementations and vertex-deletions [7] . The state operations taking the postmeasurement state to |G depends on the measurement outcome and acts on v and its neighborhood. This means classical communication is required to announce the measurement result at the vertex v to its neighboring vertices. Details can be found in [10] , where we introduced to notion of a qubitminor which captures exactly which graph states can be reached from some initial graph state under LC+LPM+CC. Formally we define a qubit-minor as: 
If |G is a qubit-minor of |G , we denote this as
In [10] we have shown that the notion of qubit-minors for graph states is equivalent to the notion of vertex-minors for graphs. [17, 18] . Since vertexdeletions can always be performed last in such a sequence (see [9] 
Definition 1.3 (Vertex-minor). A graph G is called a vertex-minor of G if and only if there exist a sequence of local complementations and vertex-deletions that takes G to G

), an equivalent definition is the following: A graph G is called a vertex-minor of G if and only if there exist a sequence of local complementations v such that τ v (G)[V (G )] = G . If G is a vertex-minor of G we write this as
The relation between qubit-minor and vertex-minor is captured by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4 ([10]). Let |G and |G be two graph states such that no vertex in G has degree zero. Then |G is a qubit-minor of |G if and only if G is a vertex-minor of G, i.e.
Note that one can also include the case where G has vertices of degree zero. Let's denote the vertices of G which have degree zero as I. We then have that
Theorem 1.4 is very powerful since it allows us to consider graph states under LC+LPM+CC, purely in terms of vertex-minors of graphs. We will therefore in the rest of this paper use the formalism of vertexminors to study the computational complexity of transforming graph states using LC+LPM+CC.
Bell vertex-minors
In this paper we are interested in the question of whether a given graph state |G can be transformed into some number of Bell pairs using LC+LPM+CC between specific vertices. We will denote the following Bell pair on qubits a and b as
We formally define the following main problem of this paper. (15) Decide if |G B is a qubit-minor of G.
Problem 1.5 (BellQM). Given a graph state |G and a set of disjoint pairs
The graph state described by the complete graph on two vertices K 2 is single-qubit Clifford equivalent to each of the four Bell pairs since
Using theorem 1.4 we can turn the question of transforming graph states to Bell pairs using LC+LPM+CC i.e. BellQM, into the question of whether a disjoint union of K 2 's is a vertex-minor of some graph. Formally we have the following problem graph problem.
Problem 1.6 (BellVM). Given a graph G and a set of disjoint pairs
To be precise (|G , B) is a YES-instance of BellQM, if and only if (G, B) is a YES-instance of BellVM.
(a) 
Circle graphs
Circle graphs are the graphs which can be described as a Eulerian tours on 4-regular multi-graphs, as described below. What is interesting in this context is that circle graphs are equivalent under local complementations if and only if they can be described as Eulerian tours on the same 4-regular multigraph [22] . We will make use of this property to prove that BellVM is NP-Complete, and therefore also BellQM, in section 4. Here we review circle graphs and certain properties we will later need. For more details on circle graphs, see for example [23, 24, 25] , the book by Golumbic [26] or [10] for the use of circle graphs in the context of graph states.
A 4-regular multi-graph is a graph where each vertex has exactly four incident edges and can contain multiple edges between each pair of vertices or edges only incident to a single vertex (self-loops). 
Definition 2.1 (Eulerian tour
We will now define a mapping from an induced double-occurrence word m(U ) to a graph A(m(U )), where the edges of A(m(U )) are exactly the pairs of vertices in m(U ) which alternate. Formally we have the following definition. 
Definition 2.3 (Alternance graph). Let m(U ) be the induced double-occurrence word of some Eulerian tour U on some 4-regular multi-graph F . Let now A(m(U )) be a graph with vertices V (F ) and the edges E, such that for all
i.e. u and v are alternating in m(U ). We will sometimes also write A(U ) as short for A(m(U )). Circle graphs are exactly the graphs which are the alternance graph described by some Eulerian tour on some 4-regular multi-graph [25] . Given a Eulerian tour U of some 4-regular multi-graph F and 
Importantly here is that one can answer whether a circle graph has a certain vertex-minor by considering the Eulerian tours of a certain 4-regular multi-graph. Formally we have the following theorem, which is proven in [10] . 
Theorem 2.4 ([10]
Using theorem 2.4, we can now ask what property a 4-regular multi-graph should have, such that it's induced alternance graphs are YES-instances to BellVM, given a set of disjoint pairs P . As we show in lemma 4.4, this question will be directly related to a restricted version of the edge-disjoint path problem, which we define in the next section.
The Edge-disjoint path problem
In section 4 we show that BellVM is NP-Complete by reducing the 4-regular EDPDT (Edge Disjoint Paths with Disjoint Terminals) problem (see below) to BellVM. We then show that that 4-regular EDPDT is NP-Complete, see corollary 3.5, which therefore implies that the same is true for BellVM. This is done by reducing the EDP (Edge Disjoint Path) problem to EDPDT and then EDPDT to 4-regular EDPDT. We begin by formally defining all problems just mentioned. We will denote the set of edges in a path
we denote by G∪D the graph formed by the vertices
. A path on a graph is a walk without repeated vertices. A closed path is called a circuit.
We first define the EDP (Edge Disjoint Path) problem. 
(a, c)c(c, a)a, d(d, b)b(b, c)c(c, d)d and d(d, e)e(e, f )f (f, d)d.
Let (G, D) be a YES-instance of EDP and let C be the edge-disjoint circuits of problem 3.1. For each edge e in E(D) denote the circuit in C which e is part of as C e . These edge disjoint circuits C e on G∪H correspond to edge disjoint paths on the graph G with terminals, i.e. beginning and ending points of the path, precisely at the vertices u, v s.t. e = (u, v) for all e ∈ D. The EDP problem is known to be NP-Complete even in the case where G ∪ D is a Eulerian graph [28] . The EDPDT problem is now the EDP problem but with the demand graph D restricted to be a disjoint union of connected graphs on two vertices, i.e. of the form K ×k 2
for some k, such that the terminals are distinct. 
Problem 3.2 (EDPDT). Let
be graphs such that V (D) ⊆ V (G) and G ∪ D is 4-regular. Decide EDP with the instance (G, D).
Note that the 4-regularity of G ∪ D means that all vertices in G which are not in D must have degree 4, while all vertices also in D must have degree 3. We can equivalently formulate the 4-regular EDPDT problem as a problem involving only G and a set of terminal pairs on G, which will be a more useful definition for some of the proofs.
Problem 3.4 (4-regular EDPDT (equivalent formulation)). Let G be a multi-graph where each vertex has degree either 3 or 4. Let
T = {{t 1 , t 1 }, . . . , {t k , t k }} be the set of disjoint terminal pairs, such that t i , t i ∈ V (G) and d G (t i ) = d G (t i ) = 3 for all i ∈ [k]. Furthermore,
assume that there are no other vertices of degree 3 in G, i.e. i∈[k] {t i , t i } = {v ∈ V (G) : d G (v) = 3}. Decide if there exists k edge-disjoint paths P i for i ∈ [k] such that the ends of P i are t i and t i .
In the appendix (theorem A.3) we show that EDP can be reduced to 4-regular EDPDT in polynomial time. A corollary to this theorem is therefore.
Corollary 3.5. 4-regular EDPDT is NP-Complete.
BellVM is NP-Complete
Now we move on to proving the main result of this paper. The 4-regular EDPDT problem can be reduced to the BellVM problem as shown below in theorem 4.3. Since we also show that BellVM is in NP we conclude that BellVM is NP-Complete.
Corollary 4.1. BellVM is NP-Complete.
Proof. Theorem 4.3 states that there exists a Karp reduction from 4-regular EDPDT to BellVM. This implies that BellVM is NP-hard, by corollary 3.5. Since any instance of BellVM is also an instance of the general vertex-minor problem, which is in NP [10] , also BellVM is in NP and hence NP-Complete.
As a directly corollary we then also have that. 
Find an Eulerian tour U on H (G,T ) .
3. Construct the alternance graph A(U ) induced by U .
Computing the graph H (G,T ) can be done in polynomial time by simply adding the vertices and edges described in lemma 4.4 [29] in the size of H (G,T ) . Furthermore, constructing the alternance graph A(U ) can be done in polynomial time as shown in [25] . fig. 4a, let H 
. Note that the number of vertices and vertices in H (G,T ) is |V (G)| + 2 · |T | and |E(G)| + 4 · |T |. Finding an Eulerian tour U on H (G,T ) can be done in polynomial time
(U ) be a circle graph described by the Eulerian tour U on H (G,T ) . Then G B is a vertex-minor of A(U ) if and only if (G, T ) is a yes-instance of 4-regular EDPDT.
Figure 4: Figure 4a shows the graph construction used to reduce 4-regular ED-PDT to BellVM. The graph G is a graph with only vertices of degree 4 except the vertices {t1, t 1 , t2, t 2 , . . . , t k , t k } which have degree 3. The vertices of G not in {t1, t 1 , t2, t 2 , . . . , t k , t k } are visualized as a grey solid area in order to show that we put no further restrictions on G. H (G,T ) is constructed from G by adding the red square vertices and red dashed edges. In fig. 4b the tour U0 described by the word in eq. (23) is illustrated using solid blue arrows.
Proof. Let's first assume that (G, T ) is a YES-instance of 4-regular EDPDT. This implies that there exist k edge-disjoint paths P i for i ∈ [k] such that the ends of P i are t i and t i . These paths also exist in H (G,T ) , since G is a subgraph of H (G,T ) . Consider then the tour U , see fig. 4b , described by the word
Note U is not necessarily an Eulerian tour but can be extended to one using the efficient Hierholzer's algorithm [30] . Denote the Eulerian tour obtained from U by U . Consider now the induced subgraph
. Using eq. (21) we know that this induced subgraph is the same as the alternance graph given by the induced word
We 
is an induced subgraph of A(U ) it is by definition also a vertex-minor of A(U ). As we saw above, G B is equal to A(U )[V B ] and is therefore also a vertex-minor of A(U ).
Let's now instead assume that (G, T ) is a NO-instance of 4-regular EDPDT. We will show that G B is not a vertex-minor of A(U ). Let U be an Eulerian tour on H (G,T ) , which exist since H (G,T ) is 4-regular.
Consider the sub-trails of U for which both ends are in V B and that use no edges between vertices in V B . Note that there are k such sub-trails since each vertex in V B only has one edge which does not go to another vertex in V B . Let's denote these sub-trails asP i for i ∈ [k] and their ends as {p i ,p i }. From the assumption that (G, T ) is a no-instance of 4-regular EDPDT, we know that
. We will now show that A(U )[V B ] cannot be G P . Since U was an arbitrary Eulerian tour on H (G,T ) , we then know that G B is not a vertex-minor of U , by theorem 2.4.
is the alternance graph A(U ) for some Eulerian tour U on H (U,B) . Therefore, by using lemma 4.5 we Lemma 4.5. Let B be the set 
Proof. First note that if
. This is because the graph G B is invariant under local complementations.
Assume now that {p
. Then the tour U described by the double occurrence word
is an Eulerian tour on
Assume now on the other hand that
on H (B,Ẽ B ) where P C is a path in C B which ends at p i , i. 
Conclusion
The problem of transforming graph states to Bell-pairs using local operations is a problem with direct applications to the development of quantum networks or distributed quantum processors. Solutions to special cases of this problem have been considered in for example [2] and [5] . However, at least to our knowledge, the computational complexity of this problem was previously unknown. Here we show that deciding whether a given graph state |G can be transformed into a set of Bell pairs on a given set of vertices, using only single-qubit Clifford operations, single-qubit Pauli measurements and classical communication is NP-Complete. In fact, we show that the problem remains NP-Complete if G is a circle graph.
A The 4-regular EDPDT problem is NP-Complete
From [28] we know that the EDP problem is NP-Complete even when the graph G ∪ D is Eulerian.
Here we prove that this problem remains NP-Complete if we restrict the demand graph to be of the form D = K ×k 2
and restrict G ∪ D to be 4-regular. We call this problem 4-regular EDPDT, see problem 3.4. To do so we will first introduce the notion of a grid graph gadget, an essential tool for reducing the Eulerian EDP problem to the 4-regular EDP problem. We make use of these results to show BellVM (and BellQM) is NP-Complete in section 4. edges labeled 1, . . . n, 1 , . . . , n . The grid gadget gadget GG v associated to v, illustrated in fig. 6 , is a graph on n 2 + 2n vertices labeled
with edge set
For later convenience we also define the following subsets of edges for i ∈ [n] Now consider the lists of of primed and unprimed pairs L and L . We will construct paths P i,j (unprimed) and P m ,n (primed) using the following algorithm. is (3 , 6 ) , giving rise to the green dotted path and the red dashed path respectively, meeting at v 2, 3 . Note that the x'th primed and unprimed paths always meet at the vertex v ix,m x where vi x and v m x is the first vertex in the x'th primed and unprimed pair respectively. Now note that the for all x ∈ [K] (where K is the length of L) we have that
This immediately implies that all P ix,jx and P m x ,n x are mutually edge-disjoin and moreover that no P ix,jx nor any P m x ,n x share edges with any of the mixed-pair paths P k,l . This last point can be seen by noting that an unprimed vertex v i can either be part of a mixed pair or an unprimed pair but not both at the same time (with a similar argument for the primed vertices).
Hence we have constructed a set of edge-disjoint paths that connect all vertex pairs. However they
do not yet contain all edges in E(GG v ). It is however straightforward to extend the paths to include all remaining edges. To see this consider the grid graph gadget GG v and remove all edges that are contained in one of the paths constructed above. What remains is a not necessarily connected graph G rem of which the connected components, by construction, share a vertex with at least one of the constructed paths. Moreover, all these graphs will be Eulerian. Now choose for each graph G rem a Eulerian tour U and insert it into exactly one of the paths that shares a vertex with G rem . The resulting set of paths will still have mutually edge disjoint elements (since a Eulerian tour is edge-disjoint by definition) and furthermore the union of all the paths in the set contains all edges in the grid graph gadget GG v . This completes the proof.
We will now make use of lemma A.2 to map instances of EDP to instances of 4-regular EDPDT. We will first construct a mapping from arbitrary demand graphs D to demand graphs of the form K ×k 2 . Then, to make the graph G ∪ D 4-regular, we replace any higher-degree vertices in G with the grid gadget above. Using lemma A.2, we can prove that this puts no restriction on the possible paths. D ) is. 
We now prove that (G , D ) is a YES-instance of EDP if and only (G, D) is. First assume (G, D)
is a YES-instance of EDP. This means there exists for each e = (u, v) ∈ E(D) a path P e on G that begins and ends at the vertices u, v such that all paths P e are mutually edge-disjoint. Now, for each e ∈ E(D) define the path P e on G as 
where we have omitted writing out the edges that the path traverses for clarity. For a visual aid refer to eq. (34) where we instead of starting the path at u as in P e we start at x u e , traverse the edge (x u x , x u e ) back and fourth three times and then move to u using the edge (x u e , x u e ). From u the path P e is the same as P e and when arriving at v we instead end at x v e similarly to how we started at x u e . Thus P e is a path connecting the vertices x 
